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	iOS eCommerce App Development with Parse, 9781484213186 (1484213181), Apress, 2015

	iOS eCommerce App Development with Parse uses a real-world app example to teach you how to build a complete eCommerce iPhone app powered by Parse - the most popular and powerful Platform As A Service (BaaS) provider.


	In this comprehensive guide you will learn every step: collecting requirements, architecting the app, designing the visual interface, creating the data model, managing products and the shopping cart, processing the payment, and fulfilling the order - always with secure best practice in mind. You will also learn how to manage user account creation, login with ï¿¼Facebook and Twitter, verify users via email, pay with Stripe and Apple Pay, send email with Mailgun, and manage customer payment methods and order history.


	Intermediate knowledge of iOS development and object-oriented programming is assumed, and basic knowledge of e-commerce principles will be of benefit too. The author is a successful iPhone app developer whose real-world experience is now brought to print. Master iOS eCommerce app development with Parse using this book today.
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MySQL TutorialMySQL Press, 2003
The MySQL Tutorial consists of a series of short, very concise chapters, each on a tightly targeted topic, with a task-oriented focus. Each chapter is written so it can be read in a single sitting and be easily digested. The main focus is on five key areas: installation and configuration, using MySQL, administering...

		

VMware vSphere 5.x Datacenter Design CookbookPackt Publishing, 2014

	This recipe-driven tutorial is the easy way to master VMware vSphere to design a virtual datacenter. You'll learn in simple steps that cover everything from initial groundwork to creating professional design documentation.


	Overview

	
		Innovative recipes, offering numerous practical solutions when...



		

Online Investing Hacks : 100 Industrial-Strength Tips & ToolsO'Reilly, 2004
Individual investors have become more computer-literate and  technology-dependent than ever before.  Whether you're  looking for suitable investments, studying alternatives, or  managing your portfolios, you need data.  The Internet can  be a goldmine of financial data and research, but today's  online investors also use spreadsheets, databases,...




	

Issues and Trends in Technology and Human Interaction (Advances in Technology and Human Interaction)IGI Global, 2006
purposes of humans. It often has unintended and unexpected effects on humans and can be used for purposes other than originally planned. While technology cannot exist without humans, one can equally well argue that humans cannot exist without technology. This relationship touches on many fundamental questions of anthropology, ontology, and...

		

Building Solutions with Microsoft Commerce Server 2002Microsoft Press, 2003
No matter what your organization sells, a well-executed commerce solution can extend your business globally, boost profitability, and help you seize new opportunities faster. Drawing from their extensive, in-the-field experience, online business experts Clayton Peddy and Derek Armentrout teach you to quickly build and deploy a scalable,...


		

Cryptographic  Boolean  Functions and ApplicationsAcademic Press, 2009
Boolean functions are the building blocks of symmetric cryptographic systems. Symmetrical cryptographic algorithms are fundamental tools in the design of all types of digital security systems (i.e. communications, financial and e-commerce).

Cryptographic Boolean Functions and Applications is a concise reference that shows how Boolean...
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